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ABSTRACT
The key role of the Public Works Officer in the management of the
Naval Shore Establishment is well known. Recent organizational changes
in the Navy Department have placed increased responsibilities on the
Bureau of Yards and Docks in a continuing search for more efficient ways
to operate and maintain our shore facilities. The value and effective-
ness of Bureau management programs is largely dependent upon the degree
of acceptance which they are accorded at activity level. This survey
polled a sample of Public Works Officers to answer two basic questions.
First, how they actually apportion their time between thirteen different
functions and how they feel about it. Second, which of the eighteen
reports listed in the questionnaire are most regularly used and whether
they are in the best format for management purposes. The objective of
the study was to determine which functional areas receive disproportionate
amounts of the Public Works Officer 1 s time and what type of reports he
finds most helpful in conducting his affairs. Results point toward
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Functions and Responsibilities of the Bureau of Yards and Docks
Growth of the Naval Shore Establishment has been sizeable since the
earliest days of the Navy Department when construction of ships was the
first and foremost consideration,, As the absolute size increased it
became necessary to pay greater attention to the details of operating and
preserving the capital investment represented by these facilities. In
l8h2 the Bureau of Yards and Docks was established by Congress as part
of the Navy Department. Since that time its responsibilities have been
gradually increased until June 1962 when they included the planning
,
development, procurement, construction, alteration, cost estimates, and
inspection at all shore activities of public works, public utilities,
construction, transportation, and weight handling equipment. It was also
responsible for acquisition and disposal of real estate, and the exercise
of management control over Navy housing. In addition it exercised
technical direction of all housing, and the repair and up-keep of public
works, public utilities, construction, transportation, and weight handling
equipment, and the operating standards and procedures pertaining thereto,
In 1962 recommendations 76 and 77 from the "Dillon Report", resulting
from the Secretary of the Navy's comprehensive review of the management
of the Department of the Navy, provided the most recent assignment of
additional responsibility to the Bureau of Yards and Docks. They recom-
mended that the Chief of the Bureau of Yards and Docks (Budocks) be given
Department of the Navy Organization
, Navexos P-861, (June, 1962)
p. 11-T*

total responsibility for the maintenance of buildings, grounds and
structures and the operation of utilities (except for the Marine Corps)
and that he be charged with the task of developing and implementing a
management-oriented budget and information system for public works
management. 2 Both of these recommendations were approved by the Secretary
of the Navy in 1963. Implementing action was immediately initiated.
This research effort concerns itself mainly with the management
information system developments and their reception at the activity level.
In order to maintain proper perspective from the activity viewpoint, other
aspects of shore establishment management responsibility have been included,
Organization for execution . The chief of Budocks has stated his
policies for the carrying out of the Bureau1 s mission in part as follows:
1. The management of the affairs of the Bureau of Yards
and Docks in the conduct of its operations will be by
Programs through Program Managers.
2. The conduct of the Bureau's operations will be handled
by delegated authority to as large an extent of decentrali-
zation as is economically feasible considering the necessity
of being responsive to the Secretary of the Navy, Chief of
Naval Material, the Chief of Naval Operations, and other
higher authority, as well as to the appropriate committees
of the Congress and other Governmental agencies requiring
liaison.
3. Strict adherence to the orders and guidelines presented
in Publications, Directives, and Instructions of the Bureau
of Yards and Docks is expected.
3
Toward this end the Chief has identified the following ten programs
at those which encompass the mission and responsibilities of the Bureau:
1. Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
2. Shore Facilities Planning
department of the Navy, Review of Management of the Navy ,
(December, 1962), Vol. I., pp. 127-130.
^Department of the Navy, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Precepts ,
(October, 1963), p. 6.
2.





7. Real Property Management
8. Family Housing Management
9. Operations and Maintenance
10. Direction and Administration^
In accordance with stated policy the Bureau has been so organized
that each one of these functions is represented by an appropriate level
Program Manager who is responsible to the Chief for overall performance
in that particular area of the Bureau's affairs. The decentralized
execution is carried out by field offices which operate at the Naval
District level more or less as miniature Bureau organizations. These are
semi-autonomous activities known locally as Budocks Division Directors.
The Division Director controls the distribution of maintenance and
operation funds to the activities in his jurisdictional area. He renders
technical and management advice and assistance on the various Bureau
programs to activities, and collects, analyzes, and forwards to the
Bureau summaries of various performance data from the activities. At
activity level it is the Commanding Officer who serves as focal point for '''
operation and maintenance (0&M) matters administered by the Division
Director. He has, in most cases however, delegated considerable of his
authority in these matters to his Public Works Officer (PWO) . The PWO
is a Civil Engineer Corps (CEC) officer trained and experienced in the
ways of shore facilities management, technically competent, and familiar
with the terms and requirements of the Budocks methods. Thus it is that,
at the activity level, the degree of success of any particular Budocks




thereof by the Public Works Officer.
These implications also apply in varying degree to those activities
located in a Naval complex served by a Public Works Center who have Staff
Civil Engineers assigned in lieu of Public Works Officers. These cases,
however, are beyond the scope of this paper.
The public Works Officer . The Public Works Officer's primary mission
might be considered as maximizing the benefit of minimum resources. He is
continually required to decide on the division of funds between niceties
and necessities. The balancing and appraisal of unceasing and conflicting
demands for both his time and his money continually plaque the PWO whether
he is a LTJG or a Captain. One of the objectives of this study is to
determine how PWOs distribute their time between the various functions
and whether or not such time spent is too much or too little relative to
their evaluation of the importance of the element.
Official functions and responsibilities of the PWO as spelled out
by Budocks are as follows:
The Public Works Officer is a Civil Engineer Corps
Officer, responsible to the Commanding Officer for the
organization, administration, and supervision of the Public
Works Department, including shops, facilities, and personnel
assigned to that department. He has charge of the design,
maintenance, and repair of public works and public utilities.
He is responsible for the operation of public works and public
utilities with the exception of these specifically assigned
to other departments. He performs his duties in accordance
with the technical standards promulgated by the Bureau of
Yards and Docks and the District Public Works Officer. He
will have such officer assistants as may be assigned him by
the Bureau of Naval Personnel or by the Commanding Officer.
The Bureau of Yards and Docks recommends that the Public
Works Officer be designated as the Housing Officer.^
^Department of the Navy, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Organization




Prescribed organizational structure for the department, depending on
magnitude of workload, is shown by Appendix A
.
In addition to those duties described above it may be expected that
the PWO will have varying demands on his time for such other factors as
internal command relations, external command liaison, collateral duties,
or special assignments and committees. If any construction is in progress
at the installation he will also be assigned contract administration
duties directly by the Budocks Director and given a small staff to assist
in this function.
(
Management of the Public Works Department . A Public Works Depart-
ment may run in size from 20 to 2000 persons depending, of course, on
the size of the activity served. Ensuring that such an enterprise is
being run in an effective and economical manner requires a sound managerial
approach. Up until approximately the last fifteen years the Public Works
Officer operated quite independently as to the choice of system or methods
he thought would best enable him to meet his responsibilities. This, of
course, led to cyclical confusion of the work force whenever a change of
PWO occurred since a new control system inevitably had to be installed.
While such a disruptive influence was bad enough in itself, the by product
of lack-of-continuity in historical cost and performance data made evalu-
ation of departmental effectiveness virtually impossible.
Recognizing the need for standardization the Bureau of Yards and
Docks has been a forerunner in the development of management systems
which have vastly increased the efficiency of facilities maintenance and
operation. These have evolved over several years undoubtedly prompted
as much by the need for valid statistical data as by the urgency of
economies or desire to assist personnel at the activity level. Continual
5.

refinements are being made to reduce reporting, increase effectiveness,
and develop a meaningful basis for comparative evaluation of different
activities. The advent of the Department of Defense Program Control
System has made the possession of reliable cost data a necessity."
Fortunately the Bureau of Yards and Docks had a good start on standard-
ized control procedures prior to the introduction of this latest DOD
development.
As a result of the trend to management by system, combined with the
Bureau's policy of management by program, the PWO finds himself armed
with a sizeable variety of tools and reports to aid him in performing
his tasks. One of the questions prompting this study was, "To what
degree does the PWO find these reports useful to him in doing his job?".
Recognizing that the installation of prescribed management systems is
one thing, but that actual use of the products thereof may be something
else, an attempt was made to determine the relative value of various
reports to the PWO.
In view of the inevitable distribution of duties below the PWO level
and his consequent dependence upon others to perform the daily control
operations thereof, a canvas was also made of the usefulness of reports
to others in the organization.
Management Systems and Reports
Facilities Maintenance Management
.
The System . Efficient management of the maintenance of Naval shore
facilities is founded on a program containing the basic elements of (1)
organizational separation, (2) continuous inspection, (3) planning and
^Department of the Navy, Office of the Comptroller, Program Change




estimating, (U) shop scheduling, and (£) management reports. 7 The
essential features of these elements are as follows:
1. Organization. There should be a separate organizational element
which controls work authorization and input to the shops. This is called
the Controlled Maintenance Division and consists of the three branches
(a) Work Reception, (b) Inspection, (c) Planning and Estimating.
2. Continuous Inspection. This insures regular inspection of
facilities and equipment in order to detect those conditions which require
attention immediately and in the future. The inspection group also
exercises control over the operator and preventive maintenance inspections
performed on dynamic equipment. Facility history files are maintained,
deferred and projected maintenance lists kept up to date, and annual
inspection summaries prepared for submission to higher authority.
3. Planning and Estimating. Planners and Estimators (P&E»s) prepare
all work orders for the shops indicating thereon the estimated time by
trade along with labor and material cost of the job. Work element sequence
is spelled out and material lists are prepared. For most elements of
maintenance work there are Engineered Performance Standards available
which provide standard task times based on scientific work measurement
techniques. The work order estimates provide a basis for shop manpower
scheduling, backlog evaluation, and financial control.
he Shop Scheduling. Using the estimated time and work sequence
breakdown on the job order it is possible for the Maintenance Scheduler
to prepare a weekly master plan for utilizing available shop forces. The
plan is reviewed by shop supervisors and agreed upon in advance, thus
^Department of the Navy, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Maintenance
Management of Public Works and Public Utilities , Navdocks P-321,
(October, 1961), p. 15. ' """"" ~"~
7.

insuring knowledge and preparation for upcoming work, which minimizes
wasted effort and maximizes productive capacities.
5. Management Reports. Several reports are produced from the data
generated by the various control features. Some are made up from tabulated
machine runs which are derived, by computer, from daily labor time cards
and material requisition documents. Others are essentially working tools
compiled by hand on a continuing basis in order to insure complete and
current information. Certain of these are intended as periodic reports
to higher echelors. of management and some are for daily control of
workload at the operating levels.
The Reports
. The name and summarized purpose of the various
reports and working tools generated under the maintenance management
system, which were included in the survey, are listed below.
1. Manpower Availability Summary and Work Plan Summary. Information
shown on this format is necessary for work input control as it provides
data on manpower resources to perform the work. Use of this chart permits
projection of the current month head count and the average available man-
hours per work center for the next three months* It may also be extended
to show up to twelve months forecast if so desired. See Appendix Bj
Exhibit 1.
2. Shop Load Plan. Purpose is to acquaint management well in
advance with the jobs that should be and can be accomplished within the
limits of available manpower and money. Proper use is intended to prevent
any excessive over or under loading of shops or work centers and provide
for a smooth and orderly flow of work into and out of them. A sample format
"-"Department of the Navy, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Public Works
Management Improvements , Navdocks P -99 j (October, 1963), Ch. 2.
8.

is shown in Appendix B as Exhibit 2.
3. Job Requirements and Status Chart. This provides a ready
reference for programming all specific (those to be formally scheduled
and controlled) jobs that have been established as known requirements.
It is a holding device for those jobs being processed and/or awaiting
formal release to the shops. Jobs will remain on the chart until either
(a) completed by contract or others, (b) released to the shops, or (c)
no longer a requirement. A sample format is shown in Appendix B as
Exhibit 3.
lu Management Report B, Labor Control Report for Maintenance and
Utilities Divisions. This report shows for each of the above divisions?
(a) A plan for the full utilization of the manhour potential
within each trade branch.
(b) Yardsticks to measure the effectiveness of the plan.
(c) Relevant statistics for comparison with goals or accepted
standards of manpower utilization.
Since labor consumes the largest part of the maintenance dollar this report,
showing planned versus actual utilization of labor, should have significant
value. See Appendix B, Exhibit in
5. Annual Inspection Summary (AIS) This is a facility condition
report prepared annually which lists the unfunded deficiencies in existing
buildings, structures, or other facilities of real property. Essentially
it represents in dollars the physical deficiencies of the facilities of
the shore establishment. It includes only those facilities required for
the Basic Facilities Requirements List (BFRL) . A separate report is made
for Family Housing. The data developed by the AIS will be a basis for
determination of maintenance resource requirements and fund allocations.
9.

The Summary is not considered as a funding request, however. 9 This
report can be used at activity level to aid in developing the projected
maintenance plan. A sample format is included in Appendix B as Exhibit 5.
Utilities Management .
The System . Management of utilities systems is concerned mainly
with watching the unit costs of output since small changes here can mean
significant cost savings or increases over time. The continuous and
repetitive nature of utilities services lends itself to the establishment
of target use rates or costs which serve as standards against which to
measure actual performance. In the Naval Shore Establishment ma^or public
utilities include the following:
1. Communication systems - telephone, telegraph, fire alarm,
pneumatic tube.
2. Compressed air plants and distribution systems.
3. Electric power and light plants and distribution systems,
ii. Fire protection and fire prevention systems.
5>. Gas (natural, artificial, liquified, petroleum) storage and
distribution systems.
6. Hydraulic power systems.
7. Ice manufacture and cold storage plants.
8. Air conditioning and refrigeration plants (five tons and above).
9. Petroleum, oils and lubrication systems.
10. Refuse disposal plants and collection systems.
11. Sewerage and sewage disposal systems.
'Department of the Navy, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Inspection
for Maintenance of Public Works and Public Utilities , Navdocks P-322,
(December, 1959), Vol. 1, p. 1.
10.

12. Steam systems - industrial and heating (7£0,000 btu and above).
13. Street lighting.
ill. Water supply systems both potable and non-potable including
reservoirs and pipelines. °
While not all of these systems may exist at any single activity it is
nevertheless probable that several types will be present in varying
degrees of complexity. These systems represent significant capital
investment by the government. The bulk of utilities expense, on an
annual basis, is accounted for by the continual operating costs as opposed
to other facilities which incur mainly maintenance expense. One source
states that 80$ of the total Navywide utilities expenditures are for
systems operations and only 20$ for maintenance.^
Targets are established for the various systems by detailed
engineering studies. These are then given to the activity as goals which
are possible of attainment and which should be used as standards to measure
effectiveness and efficiency.
The Reports . Basically the reports used in control of utility system
costs are of two types. The first are the daily or weekly logs which
provide a continuous record of plant operating conditions and output. The
second type is the periodic financial report which compares quantities and
cost of operations with established targets. These are generally referred
to as Cost Analysis reports. The survey included only periodic reports as
follows:
1. Utilities Cost Analysis Report (Navcompt 2127) . This report is
10Navdocks P-99, pjD. cit., Ch. lj., p.l.
-^Department of the Navy, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Utilities
Management Manual , Navdocks P-°6, (June, 196k), p. 3.
11.

designed to provide all the detailed cost and production data necessary
to^analyze the current operations and maintenance of all public utilities
on a monthly basis. It gives a comparison of detailed budgeted dollars
to actual costs and quantities, and cost targets to actual costs
on a quarterly basis. It provides the basis for development of the
annual unit activity rate. 12 Sample format attached as Exhibit 6 in
Appendix B.
2. Labor Control Report. This was previously described under the
Maintenance Management System and a sample format appears in Appendix B
as Exhibit I4.
Transportation Management .
The System » Bureau of Tterd» and Docks responsibilities in the
transportation area include allowances, requirements, procurement, assign-
ment, registration, technical record control, disposition, operation and
maintenance of automotive vehicles, railroad, firefighting, construction
and weight handling equipment. The Public Works Officer is primarily
concerned with operation and maintenance expenses together with utilization
factors which govern his allowance. Maintenance expense is evaluated on a
comparison basis by using standard rate bSshbebIs which provide estimated
times for accomplishing specified repair tasks. Operational effectiveness
is judged mainly by analysis of utilization data such as miles driven or
hours operated. Accident rates, deadline waiting periods, and other
significant ratios are also watched closely for tell-tale trends.
The Reports




Navdocks P-99, op_. cit., Ch. h. 3 p. 25.
12.

in including only the following two in the survey:
1. Transportation Labor Control Report "C". This report is
designed to serve these purposes:
(a) Plan employment of available manhours to obtain optimum
effectiveness of their use.
(b) Measure effectiveness of planned manhour use.
(c) Obtain maximum manhour expenditures in productive labor
categories and minimum manhour expenditures in indirect and overhead
categories.
(d) Provide data relative to "standard", "planned", and "actual"
manhour expenditures for equipment maintenance and data relative to
"planned" and "actual" manhour expenditures for equipment operations.
The report also provides variances among "standard", "planned", and
"actual" manhour expenditures by specific functional areas portraying
the effectiveness of the plan.
(e) Provide year-to-date trends of manpower input against
"standard", "planned", and "actual" expenditures by which management
decisions and subsequent action can be guided to improve the efficiency
and effectiveness of the transportation program.
*
2. Transportation Operation/Maintenance Report (Navcompt 2122).
This report replaces four which were previously required. It is designed
to provide management with a clear concise analysis of the efficiency of
the activity1 s transportation maintenance, operations and utilization
programs. The report furnishes such information by comparing actual
activity performance with established standards or Navy averages. ^ A
13Ibid .. Ch. 3, p. 6£.
^Ibid .. Ch. 3, p. 72.
13.

copy of the format is in Appendix B as Exhibit 8.
Housing Management .
The System , Military housing is a Department of Defense (DOD)
controlled function in the military establishment. Management of housing
for the Navy has been assigned as a responsibility of Budocks by the
Secretary of the Navy. Basically management personnel are concerned with
minimizing vacancy rates as well as maintenance costs. Is is necessary
to perform only habitability maintenance of an essential nature before
new tenants are allowed to move into a set of quarters. One of the
objectives of housing management personnel is to inspire occupant pride
in their dwellings so as to insure a proper level of occupant maintenance
effort.
The Reports . There are a great many reports made pertaining to
housing. ^5 Only the following three were included in the survey on the
assumption they might be useful to activity level managers.
1. Housing Report (Navdocks 296lj) . This document is essentially
a report of occupancy and relates to forfeiture of Basic Allowance for
Quarters allotments by military personnel. It is designed for providing
standard data to the Bureau's computers. See format in Appendix B,
Exhibit 9.
2. Housing Utilization Report (Navdocks 30lf) . This report is
submitted on a semi-annual basis and is correlated with the 296I4 report.
It covers the number and type of housing units available by size of the
dwelling and rank of occupant. It also shows government furnished
appliances and value of furniture at the station. Substandard housing
•^Department of the Navy, Bureau of Yards and Docks, Housing
Administration Manual , Navdocks P-35>2, (August, 1962), App. A, pp. A-3, h»
Hi.

units are also listed on this form which may be found in Appendix B
as Exhibit 10.
3. Operation and Maintenance Cost Reports (Navcorapt 2100 and 2101).
The 2100 form is a quarterly report on housing function costs. It is
very complete and includes many items of detail not of direct interest
to the PWO insofar as immediate management problems are concerned. A
copy for reference is included in Appendix B as Exhibit 11. The 2101
report is a consolidated summary made up from the 2100*8 at Bureau level
for submission to the Navy Comptroller and higher authority. It is not
pertinent to this survey.
Overall Public Works Management . °
The System . In order to bring the total Public Works effort into
a consolidated perspective, the Bureau has designed two additional reports
which summarize collective financial features. To provide for effective
and meaningful comparison of budgetary plans and actual performance it is
necessary to reduce all factors to their lowest common denominator which
is dollars. The budget plans are developed by the PWO in conjunction with
the activity Comptroller. Plans should be approved by the Commanding
Officer. Reports prepared on a monthly basis will then show actual
financial data as compared to the budget plan together with any variances
for the period. One of the purposes of these reports is to provide the
Commanding Officer and others as well as the PWO with performance appraisal
information.
^avdocks P-99, op. cit., Ch. 1.
15.

The Reports . The survey requested usage comments for the following
reports:
1. Public Works Control Summary. (Parts I and II). Part I of this
report gives financial data for actual expenses incurred by all divisions
of the Public Works Department. These costs are segregated into pro-
ductive and indirect categories showing current month as well as budget-
year-to-date aggregations. The totals are compared to budget estimates
and variances are computed. See Appendix B, Exhibit 12. Part II of the
report concerns itself with percentage comparisons between productive
effort control factors for the three production divisions (Maintenance,
Transportation, and Utilities) . It also includes current data on shop
loadings, backlog of essential maintenance, and total number of personnel
on the station. Sample form in Appendix B as Exhibit 13.
2. Maintenance Cost Summary. The objective of this report is to
give comparative cost information on work done by the Maintenance Division
against various fund resources. Actual costs are compared to planning
figures which show intended utilization of money by type of work or
category of facility maintained. The costs are further subdivided for
the period to show labor, material, and contract expenditures. This
document, Exhibit lk of Appendix B, provides data to customer commands
as well as the PWO and station commander on the use of their respective
funds.
Other Financial and Operating Reports .
The System
. In addition to those reports described thus far, there
are also others which are made for different purposes as regular require-
ments of the Navy Comptroller. These include regular statement of allot-
ment notices, expenditure account breakdowns, and, at Navy Industrial Fund
16.

(NIF) activities, the normal operating expense and variance analysis
reports among others. Certain of these were included in the survey for
comparative purposes as well as to include specific NIF reports where
applicable
.
The Reports . Three reports in the questionnaire fall into this
general category as follows:
1. Status of Allotment (Navcompt 20230 . A monthly report made out
by the accounting activity and furnished to cognizant fund administrators
to show financial position at the allotment level. Although no sample is
included in this study the format is very simple. It shows commitments,
uncommitted balances, obligations and expenditures as of the end of the
reporting period.
2. Navy Industrial Fund Operating and Expense Statements. These
are provided by the comptroller for analysis of the activity' s revolving
fund status. Such items as balance in the retained earnings account,
inventory of operating supplies, and the extent of indirect costs in terms
of overhead rates are included.
3. Navy Industrial Fund Variance Reports. The purpose of these
control reports is to compare actual performance of various activity
departments and shops against established standards. Proper interpretation
can pinpoint trouble areas or those requiring further investigation. There
are several forms and methods of presenting this data to management. None
have been included in this study as only six activities in the survey were
involved with their use.
Construction Program Management .
The System . Large construction projects such as new facilities and
major repair or rehabilitation work are normally handled under the
17.

cognizance of the Budocks Division Director 1 s office. However, in order
to provide for maximum protection of activity interests, as well as
efficient use of available CEC officer abilities, it is usual practice
to designate the activity PWO as Resident Officer in Charge of Con-
struction (ROICC) for the job. This, in effect, makes the PWO principle
contact for the contractor at the work site. In the case of numerous
contracts or very large projects the PWO/ROICC is usually provided with
another officer (from the roles of the Division Director) and civilian
inspector personnel to handle the day to day contract administration
chores. While this arrangement does facilitate maximum coordination with
any station or Public Works Department services it also places a sizeable
responsibility upon the PWO/faOICC in addition to his normal duties. The
appointment of a PWO to the ROICC function is subject to the concurrence
of the Commanding Officer but all contractual authority and communication
is between the PWO and the Division Director's Office directly.
The Reports . The two contract type reports included in the question-
naire were as follows:
1. Construction Status Report (Navdocks 231I4) . This report is
produced by the Bureau1 s computer from feeder data submitted by each ROICC
and field office. The computer printout is forwarded to the activities
and District offices on a monthly basis. It shows all current financial
status, completion dates, change order actions, and delay codes along
with other coded data pertinent to contract work.
2. Inspector's Daily Report (Navdocks 159) • This is the form made
out by the civilian inspector who is responsible for reviewing all work
at the job site to insure compliance with plans and specifications. It
18.

reports work force data, equipment used, and progress for each day.
Any problems, unusual occurrences, or delay factors are carefully noted






The Public Works Officer has many different functions demanding his
time and attention. He has a vast number of reports available to him which
bear in one way or another upon various aspects of his business. There
are management systems in effect which have been devised to help him
conduct the affairs of his department in the most efficient manner. > In
recognition of these factors the survey had as its basic aim to find out
which functions took the most of the PWO's time and which of the selected
reports he found most useful in meeting his management needs.
To preclude the drawing of faulty inferences as to overall reports
usefulness, on the basis of the PWO's personal use only, it was decided
to include evaluations by the department in general as a counterbalance.
An appraisal as to whether or not the PWO considered his time appropriately
distributed was also included as a secondary objective.
It was hoped that the results of the survey might permit drawing
valid conclusions as to actual usefulness of certain reports now required
in connection with the Public Works management effort. Also, it was
believed that knowledge of those functions presently demanding major
portions of the PWO*s time would be useful in assessing where sacrifices
must be made if effort is to be devoted to other objectives. The PWO»s
opinion as to whether or not such an investment of time was warranted
was included to point up trouble areas for possible corrective action.

Method
The Questionnaire . In order to obtain first hand data it was
considered das$r%ble to use a questionnaire approach. This permitted
the opportunity to canvas a fairly large cross-section of activities,
ranks, and locations thus permitting comparative analysis of the various
factors. Current Budocks manuals and publications were used to select
those reports which would be included and to compile the list of functions
to be evaluated.
An effort was made to select those reports which might be most useful
at the activity level even though they might not be designed specifically
for that purpose. Certain Navy Comptroller financial reports and NIF
types were included to provide a comparison against those designed specifi-
cally for public works use. Work planning schedules were listed as well as
the efficiency evaluation type of reports to see if the PWO used these
himself. Copies of the two questionnaire formats are included in Appendix
C as Exhibits 1 and 2.
The Sample . The method of selecting the sample conformed to the
random techniques usually required in statistical studies. All billets
listed as PWO in the CEC Directory were numbered consecutively with the
exception of Marine Corps installations which were not covered in the
survey. Overseas locations continued in numerical sequence after all
continental United States (CONUS) stations had been designated. A table
of random numbers was then used to select £0 Conus and 20 overseas billets.
A tabulation by type of activity and rank of PWO for the sample sent and




The following assumptions are basic to the conclusions derived from
the data:
1. That all reports receiving an evaluation had been in use a
sufficient length of time for their value to be reasonably established.
2. Answers given for the staff, by other than the PWO, represented
the concensus of department heads and supervisors on use and adequacy of
the reports evaluated.
3. An evaluation of "too much" or "too little" time spent on a
particular function represented what the PWO's opinion was as to the
relative overall importance of the task and not his personal preference
as to work area.
Limitations
The survey did not include Public Works Centers or Marine Corps
installations. It does not cover all reports or management tools avail-
able to the Public Works Officer. Questionnaires were sent out during
the period from mid-March to mid^April thus being in the period of maximum
budget emphasis which may have influenced certain answers. It was necessary
to exclude some of the questionnaires upon return for incompleteness or
inappropriateness (such as non-Navy activity).
In those cases wheae improvement in reports was indicated as
desirable no attempt was made to obtain explicit comments as to the
nature of such improvements. However, some voluntary comments were^Lncluded
by informal notes on the forms from some people. An evaluation of "needs
improvement" was considered as a feeling that the report was beneficial






General . Response to the questionnaires was better than anticipated.
Of 68 sent out, 60 were returned and only four had to be dropped because
of incompleteness or extreme atypicality which gave an effective return
rate of 82$. Continental U. S. Public Works Officers accounted for l|2 of
the accepted questionnaires with a return rate of 81$ while overseas P¥0»s
made up zhe remaining lli samples giving them a return rate of 78%. To
illustrate representativeness a complete breakdown of the sample showing
return rates by type of activity, rank of PWO, and location of station
(conus or overseas) is shown by Exhibit 3 of Appendix C. Figure 1




Comments on specific portions of the questionnaire items were
included by many respondents. These have been reviewed and included where
appropriate later in this chapter. A few PWO's even went so far as to
append their own extended lists of reports made and provided samples of
some local forms found useful. It appears that the subject of reporting
is a sensitive one for many personnel.

No significant comparison was found between basic activity factors
such as budget size, replacement value, or number of personnel and the
total numbers of reports used regularly. Evidence was also lacking to
support any relationship between the total number of FWO functions
reported as requiring "very much" time and the basic activity factors.
Appendix D presents the breakdown of replies by various categories and
will serve as the basis for the detailed discussion of results which
follows. Because of the lack of meaningful relationships between basic
activity factors and summarized replies, the presentation of results will
concentrate on analysis of individual functions and reports included in
the questionnaire. See Appendix C, Exhibits 1 and 2.
Public Works Officer's Time Utilization
General . A total of thirteen functions were listed on the question-
naire with the subjects being asked to evaluate each item in two different
ways. The first reply to indicate the amount of time which the PWO
personally spent on that aspect of his job and the second classification
being his evaluation as to whether such an expenditure was proper in light
of other responsibilities. Time spent was adjectively rated as very much
(V), some (S), or negligible (N) . Evaluation categories were - too much
(TM) , okay (OK) , and too little (TL) . Tabulations in Appendix D are shown
in terms of absolute numbers of respondents. However, to overcome the
disparity in sample sub-group sizes, these figures have been converted to
percentages where appropriate for comparison purposes of this chapter.
A general observation can be made that, with the exception of the
function "Command Relations", the most frequent answers to the questionnaire
were that "some" time was spent and the allotment was "satisfactory". The
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percentage of total replies indicating an S rating varied from a low of
h2% for Command Relations to a high of 67% for Work Input Control. Range
for 12 of the 13 factors was between 55 and 67$. For all functions the
OK rating on time spent fell between the low of 61$ for Budget Planning
to a high of 93% for External Matters. While this would seem to indicate
a rather favorable condition in an overall context a review of individual
questionnaires shows that 8%% of the PWO's have at least one function
with which they are dissatisfied as to the time spent on it.
Because of the wide divergence between questionnaires as to any
particular grouping of functions or evaluation comments thereon, a system
was devised to obtain a relative importance ranking. With the grading
choices allowed on the questionnaire there are nine possible combinations
for each function rating. These are V-TM, V-TL, V-OK, S-TM, S-OK, S-TL,
N-TM, N-OK, N-TL. There were no replies received with either V-TL or
N-TM as answers thus leaving only seven groupings actually used. For
purposes of assigning relative weightings to these combinations a rationale
was followed that considered V-OK equivalent to S-TL on the basis that
those answering S-TL would favor giving more time to the function thus
raising it to the V-OK category. By similar reasoning the V-TM, S-OK, and
N-TL ratings were equated as were S-TM and N-OK. This procedure resulted
in structuring all replies into one of three basic classifications.
Relative weights were assigned such that a value of two was given to the
most important functions (V-OK and S-TL), one to the middle group, and
zero for the lowest ratings. This produced a scale in which the highest
score attainable would have been 110 if all FW0»s ranked a function in the
most important class. The relative rankings thus obtained, for all functions,
are shown by Figure 2. It is considered that this is a reasonably accurate
25.

representation of the group consensus.
In order to obtain a comparison of things as they are versus things
as they ought to be, the questionnaires were quantified on the same base
by giving each V answer a weight of two points, one for S, and zero for
N. This resulted in a point score on the 110 index scale for each function
depicting the time actually spent on it. The comparison is plotted in
Figure 2.
As a further extension of this analysis, the differences between
desirable and actual values were converted to percentages of the desirable
index value with the results shown in Figure 3. This diagram vividly
brings out those areas getting more attention than they deserve and those
suffering thereby in the opinion of the FW0»s questioned. The picture is
not startlingly different from what might have been expected but it attempts
to give relative weight to the degree by which a function exceeds its
justified importance. Results agree with the data in Figure h as to which
three areas take too much time and which two receive too little in relation
to their importance. The relative magnitudes provide an interesting
comparison, however.
Figure U provides a graphic display of the percentage of answers
which indicated major time consuming elements and dissatisfaction with the
time required for them. The interelationships between functions reported
and the time demanded by them is portrayed in Figure 3>. Note that not
all evaluations of "too much" or "too little" time spent necessarily fall
only in the "very much" or "negligible" rating areas respectively.
A distribution diagram showing the total number of functions checked
with a specific rating on a single questionnaire versus the percentage of
PW0»s thus reporting is included as Figure 6. This indicates in general
26.
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terms that the average PWO will find himself spending a relatively large
portion of his time on three or four functions with one or two duties
getting little or no attention. Two will receive more time than he thinks
justified and one or two less than necessary.
These portrayals will be referred to in the discussion of individual
elements which follows.
Command Relations . This function involves the public Works Officer*
s
daily relationships with the Commanding Officer and other department heads
at the activity. Responses show that this is by far the major time
consuming element with which the PWO is concerned and also the most impor-
tant as indicated by Figure 2. $8% of the replies gave this function a
"very much" rating while, as might be expected, not one officer felt he
spent a negligible amount of time on it. Significantly, it was the only
function requiring a large amount of time from more than half of the
PWO*s. Nearly 80% considered time required as fair although lb% did feel
it demanded more time than they should devote to it. Figures h and 5>
illustrate these relationships.
Operational Problems . Settling difficulties in connection with shop
problems and daily operations requires a large amount of time on the part
of 36% of our PWO»s. It is interesting that, with this generally considered
as the prime function of the public works organization, there are 1% who
find themselves spending a very small part of their time on it. Analysis
reveals that most time on this duty is spent by officers of lower rank.
An inverse ratio exists which shows that 50% of the Lieutenants Junior
Grade rated this as very time consuming whereas only 2$% of the Captains
did so. An almost linear relationship existed between these limits
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throughout the other ranks. Approximately one third of the questionnaires
indicated dissatisfaction with the effort allotted in this area. Distri-
bution of these opinions was divided exactly in half as to those who felt
too much time was involved and those who believed too little time was
being spent. Index comparisons reveal that overseas PWO»s felt they spent
less time than wa! necessary on this area while the reverse was true of
stateside officers. The overall net result, as shown by Figure 3, is a
concensus that the time spent is just about what it ought to be based on
relative importance and off-setting evaluations.
Financial Control . Watching obligation rates and approving
expenditures is a significant factor for 3$% of the respondents with
only 2% indicating a negligible amount of time required. Less than one
third of the Commanders and Lieutenant Commanders rated this as a major
time consuming factor in their work. Here again there were 30$ of the
people dissatisfied with their own distribution of time. This group was
split roughly 50-50 as to whether such time was too great or too little
for the function. All of those who felt that too much time was required
were numbered amongst those who stated they spent a very great deal of
their time on it as noted in Figure 5. On balance, Figure 3 indicates
that actual time falls within five percent of that justified. This is
rated as the second most important function of the PWO by the index of
Figure 2.
Budget Planning . 30$, which includes seven out of ten Lieutenants,
feel this is one of their most demanding duties. As shown by Figure $,
less than ten percent of the PWO's find themselves exerting a minimum
effort in this category and yet 22% say that too little time is devoted.
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1\\% say it takes too much of their limited time thus bringing the total
dissatisfaction percentage to 36 which makes it second only to Shore
Facilities Planning in being out of balance on an individual basis. Of
those xvho classify this task as requiring excessive time, all but one
represent activities with annual budgets of less than one million dollars*
On the other hand, those answering that too little time is put into this
area represent annual budgets ranging from $30,000 to $8,000,000.
Routine Administration . Since this is a catch all which includes
time required to review and sign all material routed via the PW0, much
of which may not be pertinent to his business, it is not surprising that
28$ of the questionnaires rate it as demanding too much time. Over 30$
find this to be one of their major functions and this includes 62$ of
the LTJG»s and one third of the Captains. There may be some valuable
information on administrative technique available from the nine percent
who spend a negligible amount of effort on this area. It is interesting
that this element fares better by index comparison in Figure 3 than
either Housing or Collateral Duties with respect to the time it should
take based on its relative importance.
Contract Administration . This duty is comprised of workload
generated by the Division Directors office as well as the station. 28$
of the PW0»s consider this as calling for a comparatively large portion
of their total time and 1% believe that more time should be devoted to
it. The majority of those reporting a negligible amount of time on this
function (13/0 represent small overseas stations. Significantly, appli-
cation of the index system to overseas and stateside PWO's shows that
overseas officers rate this duty somewhat higher in relative importance
3k.

and believe they are giving it too little attention. Sample-wide,
however, it receives within 10$ of its justified expenditure as shown
by Figure 3.
Special Projects . This function involving the writing up, justifi-
cation, discussion and execution of major work projects involves a high
percentage of the time for one fourth of the PW0*s. Presumably this element
is also closely related to the Command Relations function but questionnaires
do not support this contention significantly. Only $5% of those indicating
this a major part of their job also checked Command Relations in the same
category. It is interesting that 20$ of the PW0»s feel they spend too
little time in this area of responsibility. 72% of these are at activities
having annual budgets of 1.5 million dollars or less.
Housing Functions . Management of housing with its associated
problems occupies a large portion of the time for one quarter of our PW0*s.
Approximately the same number feel strongly that they are required to put
in more time on this function than it should rate in relation to other
duties. Index comparison shows that statesiders believe they spend more
excessive time on this job than do their overseas counterparts. It is
believed that those who reported this as a negligible factor probably
represent activities with no housing responsibility. In general they are
the more junior officers while Captains and Commanders account for 6%% of
the persons reporting it as a significant part of their jobs. It should
be noted that no one felt he spent too little time on these duties.
Relative rankings of importance place housing in eleventh place out of
the thirteen surveyed as depicted by Figure 2.
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Shore Facilities Planning . Much emphasis has been placed on the
importance of this phase of shore establishment management. The PWO is
generally regarded as the technical expert in this area and is looked to
for advice, coordination, and, in most cases, execution of associated
paperwork. It is interesting, therefore, to see that while 23%, including
less than one third of the Lieutenant Commanders and below, consider this
a major portion of their work, for a like number it constitutes only a
minor factor. Of considerable significance though is the fact that about
half of this latter group combine with a sizable number of others devoting
"some" time to planning in creating a 31$ portion who feel they are
neglecting this work. See Figure 5. Overseas PWO's devote less time to
the duty on a proportionate basis than do Conus personnel.
External Matters . This function was included with the intention of
covering demands for time by activities or duties outside of the basic
command . Such items as liaison with the district office, civic bodies,
escorting of visiting dignitaries, temporary duty assignments away from
the command, and the like would fall in the heading. It is perhaps note-
worthy that even though such non-descript duties are significant for 22$
of the officers and require some time on the part of an additional 63%
there are nevertheless no harsh feelings that such demands are unreasonable.
This is, in fact, the least argumentive element of the thirteen listed
insofar as unfair requirements for the PWO f s attention are concerned.
Collateral Duties . Miscellaneous tasks assigned by the command to
the PWO for performance constitute a source of much aggravation for 21%
of the respondents, including h&% of the Lieutenants answering the question-
naire. When it is considered that 36$ of the PWO's are not affected by
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such assignments to any appreciable degree, this means that of the 61$
who are involved, a few less than half believe themselves overtaxed. Note
that there are no officers who feel that they spend too little time on
such duties. It is interesting to observe that this function rates highest
on the scale of unfair demanders of time as shown by Figure 3« It shares
with Housing and Routine Administration the dubious distinction of having
nearly no one feel that too small an amount of time has been expended on
them. This work receives the lowest rating of relative importance of all
the functions in the survey.
Work Input Control . One of the main concerns of a PWO should be
the generation and authorization of work orders and their effective
execution by his field forces. Much effort has gone into the development
of advanced and sophisticated management systems for evaluating and
programming workload to permit efficient utilisation of resources. It
is significant then that 20$ of the FW0 ! s devote a negligible fraction
of their workday to this aspect of the business. Some hope for improve-
ment may be represented by the fact that nearly 2% of them consider they
spend too little time here. This concern expresses the beliefs of one
half of the overseas respondents but only about one sixth of the conus
FW0*s. Work Input Control rates with Shore Facilities Planning as the
most disproportionately neglected PWO duty as shown in Figure 3.
Personnel Matters . For one fourth of the Public Works Officers
this factor is of no apparent consequence. Of the remaining 75% only
about one eighth feel it is of major importance to them. Figure 2 shows
that it ranks twelfth out of thirteen in relative importance by PWO
concensus. 20$ of all questionnaires showed some dissatisfaction as to
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time spent on personnel problems with roughly a £0-£0 split between
those believing it was too much and others feeling it inadequate.
Other Functions and Miscellaneous Comments . Several PWO's took the
opportunity to point out special features of their work which demanded
their attention. Such items as machine records, cost reduction program,
base expansion and conditions peculiar to a station came in for comment.
One officer pointed out that he spent 60-70$ of his time on contract
administration and another, at one of the overseas activities, said he
was appointed civilian personnel officer which accounted for a heavy
expenditure of effort. At least one remarked on excessive time spent in
escorting visitors around and three observed that they didn't think it
possible for any PWO to devote proper attention to all phases of his
responsibility.
Reports Use by Public Works Officers and Their Staffs
General . This portion of the study discusses the reports found useful
or wanting by the various activities as a result of their experience. Since
no significant relationships could be detected between activity size factors
and the total number of reports used, this section will consider each
document listed in the questionnaire on its own merits. The data of Appendix
D provides the basic facts upon which the evaluations are made.
It is considered that a rating of "regular use" (R) for any report
implies general reliance upon it as an important source of control.
Ratings of "occasional" (0) or "never" (N) carry a connotation of indiffer-
ence to the document. Notations on the comment side of the questionnaire
(see Appendix C, Exhibit 2), whether they were "needs improvement" (NI)
or "eliminate" (EL), are believed to be significant indications that the
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present standardized formats are unsatisfactory in some manner insofar
as the needs of public works management are concerned. Although the
exact nature of such shortcomings was not a part of this study some of
the comments included by respondents point up specific difficulties.
These have been reflected where appropriate in this chapter.
Figures 7 and 8 present a graphical resume of usage and comment data
for both PWO»s and their staffs. Tabulated results of Appendix D have
been converted to percentages where appropriate in order to provide a
valid comparison base. Since all questionnaires did not necessarily
include an evaluation of all the reports listed, the percentage of those
who did evaluate is used as a base figure.
From an overall viewpoint it is interesting to see that, with the
exception of the two NIF reports which apply to only six activities in
the sample, only two reports are used regularly by more than half of the
PWO»s. Their staffs, on the other hand, find five of the sixteen non-
NIF reports of significant value at more than half of the activities
reporting. A histogram showing the percentages of PWO , s and staffs indi-
cating regular use of a specific number of reports, without regard to
which they are, is shown by Figure 9. It may be seen that four was the
most frequent number occurring for both groups with a mean of 6.28 and
7.22 for PWO*s and staffs respectively. This implies that the average
respondent finds constructive or beneficial use for only one half to one
third of the particular reports listed in the survey. An analysis of use
by ranks shows that Captains are inclined to use a somewhat higher number
than the other PWO»s. This may be indicative of the greater complexity
of their activities. Staff questionnaires revealed the same tendency.
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The reports discussed invididually hereafter will be covered in the
same order as set forth by Chapter I for ease of reference and logical
presentation.
Facilities Maintenance Management Reports .
1. Manpower Availability and Work Plan Summary. Replies show this
to be one of the most widely used documents by both the PWO*s and their
staffs. It is the day-to-day control document for workload planning.
86$ of the staffs consider this a valuable tool and use it regularly.
No other report received such a high rating. It is interesting that,
in spite of its high utilization, there are just under 2$% of the staffs
and 20$ of the PWO's who believe the format needs improvement to be more
effective. This report is cited for regular use by two thirds of those
PWC^s who indicated a large portion of their time devoted to operational
problems
.
2. Shop Load Plan (Short and Long Range). As discussed in Chapter
I, this document is the projected work flow to the shops. It shows planned
and scheduled start dates for the various job orders in process together
with the hours involved for each shop. Costs and remarks are also indi-
cated. It is the second most frequently used report of Public Works staff
personnel showing a regular use rate of $2%. It is one of only two reports,
exclusive of NIF types, which is used on a regular basis by more than half
of the PWO*s. The Shop Load Plan is closely related to the Manpower
Summary discussed above as indicated by the fact that 92% of the people
who use the Manpower Summary also regularly use this document. Figure 8
shows that critical comments on the format of the Shop Load Plan were less
than for the Manpower Summary being received from only about 16$ of the
staffs and PWO's. These two reports are shown in Appendix B as Exhibits 1 & 2.
Ii3.

3. Job Requirements and Status Chart. This is basically a holding
device for jobs in the backlog but not yet started. It utilizes the same
format as the Shop Load Plan. It is used regularly by £2$ of the staffs
and 37% of the PWC^s. The comparatively higher use rate of the Shop Load
Plan would indicate that personnel are more deeply concerned with work in
progress than with that awaiting action. Criticism of format is on the
order of 1% which correlates closely with the Shop Load Plan as would be
expected
.
h» Management Report "B", Labor Control Report for Maintenance and
Utilities Divisions. Appendix B, Exhibit h, shows the format of this
document which is intended to be one of the most valuable to management.
It shows productive and overhead time comparisons together with shop»s
performance against estimates. It is the third most widely used report
of Public Works staffs with a regular rate of 67$ while only 39$ of the
PWO's find it of similar value. Discontent with format runs between l£
and 20$. Nearly 2lj$ of the PW0»s in the sample indicated they nevervused
this report. Two thirds of these were Lieutenant Commander and below
thus representing the smaller stations but at the same time those most
concerned with operational problems.
5. Annual Inspection Summaries. These lists of deficiencies serve
as a basis for requesting annual maintenance funds and special project
dispensations. They indicate items needing immediate attention as well
as major costs which will be occurring over the next few years. While
this is only made out annually it rates regular usage by slightly less
than half of the PWO's and their staffs. Comments on format are low
running only about 10$. 86$ of the officers who spend a sizable portion
of their time on the Work Input Control function make the most use of
1*1*.

this report along with the Shop Load Plan and the Manpower Availability
Summary.
Utilities Management .
1. Utilities Cost Analysis Report . This report, shown in Appendix
B as Exhibit 6, endeavors to summarize on one sheet the entire cost and
production picture for station utilities. It receives regular usage by
slightly less than one half of the PWO»s and their staffs. Only 16$ of
the PWO's never use it. Two thirds of these are Lieutenants and LTJG's*
Criticism of the format, however, is the third most intense of all
reports listed, running between 30 and 3% for both FW0 ! s and staffs.
Written comments center around the complexity of information and excessive
detail which make it difficult to use in a broad management context. One
respondent points out the lack of positive comparisons between actual use
quantities and established targets together with some measure of signifi-
cance for the difference. While the report may be of considerable value
in the accumulation of utilities statistical data it appears to involve
too much work in singling out the important trends and their implications.
One officer suggests simplifying the report to a comparative data format
and leaving the extraction of details to the stations themselves when
evidence of trouble appears. He feels this would be preferable to showing
all the data on a regular monthly basis.
2. Labor Control Report. This is Management Report "B" discussed
above under the Facilities Maintenance Program except that the information
is based upon performance of the Utilities Division personnel. The same
comments and usage rates apply as noted in the previous section. It is
interesting to note that usage by staffs of this particular document is
a rather high 67$ while the Utilities Cost Analysis Report rates slightly

less than 50#. Refer to Figure 7.
Transportation Management .
1. Transportation Labor Control Report "C". Intent of this report
is to provide management with an appraisal of the effectiveness of labor
use in the transportation area. It is required to be utilized at all
activities having more than 20 people in the Public Works Department
Transportation Division. In view of its theoretical management importance
it is somewhat surprising to find that regular use by PW0 , s is limited to
10$ of the sample replies while at the same time adverse notations by
FW0 f s were made by a significant 27%. Usage by staffs indicated nearly
IiO^ relied on it regularly while 20$ felt it needed to be improved or
eliminated. Complete disuse of this report byPWO's ran $2% of those
responding and 37$ of the staffs. This was the greatest lack of value
for any report in the survey so far as PWO's themselves were concerned.
Reasons for such a result are not particularly clear but newness of the
device and non-implementation by many commands may account for the major
part of the low use factor. It is noted that all of the PW0*s reporting
regular use are in the continental U. S. This group also accounts for
60% of those indicating they never refer to it. Comments by PW0»s leaned
2 to 1 in favor of elimination while the ratio was about the opposite for
staff answers.
2. Transportation Operation/faaintenance Report. Implementation of
this report became effective on 1 January I96I4 when it replaced four
previously required documents. It is a quarterly report designed to give
a clear concise picture of the efficiency of transportation maintenance
and operations. A copy of the format is included as Exhibit 8 in Appendix
B. As a result of its consolidation of other reports this has become the
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main source of data regarding transportation performance . Accordingly,
it shows up as the fourth most regularly used report in the survey by
public works staffs recording a 62$ factor as noted on Figure 7. Slightly
over IiO$ of the PWO»s find it useful on a regular basis. Recommendations
for improvement or adjustment in requirement were made by 22 to 2li$ of
the P¥0»s and their staffs. Only about 13$ of PWO»s find no use for this
document and they are mainly at overseas locations. Complexity and amount
of detail evidently somewhat impairs the usefulness of this report to the
PWO in his broader management position.
Housing Management
.
1. Housing Report - BAQ Forfeiture This document provides
occupancy data in a format adapted to processing on electronic equipment.
It is basically a feeder for Budocks use. Utilization figures for station
level are correspondingly low showing only 20 to 30$ regular use. 35>$ of
the PW0*s and ij2$ of the staffs never use it at all. This high percentage
may be partially a result of stations which have no housing failing to
indicate "not applicable" on that portion of the questionnaire. Only four
of the fourteen PWO's who considered Housing as a major task use this
report on a regular basis. Recommendations for change run approximately
20$ as may be seen from Figure 8.
2. Housing Utilization Report. Results show this to be a fairly
widely used tool. Both PW0»s and staffs state regular use for \\0 to
5>G$ of them. If those indicating no use whatsoever (16$ of PW0»s and
23$ of staffs) were half composed of activities erroneously assumed to
have housing then the percentage of housing PWO's using the document
regularly would rise above 50$. This would correspond favorably with the
fact that 57$ of the PWO's considering housing a major function also say
JU7o

they use this report on a regular basis. No specific comments were
received as to suggestions for improvement of the format although Figure
8 indicates that about 1$% of the activities feel some change is needed.
Six of the eight comments checked on the PWO questionnaires were in favor
of elimination of the report. However, only two of these six came from
officers who said housing was one of their main duties.
3. Operation and Maintenance Cost Reports. The Navcompt 2100 form
is a required report showing a detailed breakdown of costs incurred in
connection with the operation and maintenance of family housing. A copy
of the format appears in Appendix B as Exhibit 11. Utilization of this
report is very low for both PW0»s and staffs being one of the three
which run in the neighborhood of 30$ or below. Refer to Figure 7.
Comments favoring adjustment total 20$ of the sample and lean 2 to 1 for
improvement as opposed to elimination. Most of the regular users are at
conus stations. The highest proportion of complete non-users are at
overseas locations. Use rates follow closely in line with the other
housing reports in the sample.
Overall Public Works Management .
A few comments are believed necessary before undertaking discussion
of the two reports falling in this category. Implementation of these
recently developed reports was made effective at conus NIF and non-NIF
activities on 1 July 196k with the first quarterly report being due as
of 30 September. At overseas stations the first report was not due until
31 December. Because of the newness of these documents comments which
were made by respondents must be considered in the context of a shake-
down period. It is noted that these reports are additive to the total
reporting load but are designed to fulfill the need of tyittg together
1*8.

the total public works management picture at the budget level. These
documents are designed primarily for the PWO and Commanding Officer level
of management rather than the shop or division level at which most of
the current management programs are aimed.
1. Public Works Control Summary (Parts I and II). Sample formats
are included as Exhibits 12 and 13 of Appendix B. Part I is essentially
a comparison of actual costs with budgeted allowances. It divides expenses
into direct and indirect categories for each Division and gives variances
for the current period as well as fiscal year to date. Part II is a
tabulation of selected control indices such as productive ratios, shop
loading of specific job orders, backlog of essential maintenance, and
total ^pwsonnel on- bdard the station*
Response to the questionnaire was emphatically negative as regards
the acceptance of both this and the Maintenance Cost Summary. Regular
use was indicated by 35 to 1j0$ of both PWO*s and their staffs but recom-
mendations for change were in the same percentage range. These reports
join the Utilities Cost Analysis as being the most unpopular in present
format of all those surveyed. Comments were divided about 2 to 1 for
PWO»s and k to 1 for staffs both favoring improvement over elimination.
Such a reaction tends to support the need for this type of report even
though presentation or composition is not acceptable at the moment. 17$
of the PWO»s and 2$% of the staffs reported they never used the control
summaries but this probably includes a good many who have not yet imple-
mented them fully. It is of interest to point out that the vast majority
of those indicating non-use are LT f s and LTJG's thus representing the
smaller stations. Conversely, the bulk of recommendations for improvement
of the reports came from Captains and Commanders.
1*9.

Critical remarks generally center around the incompatibility of the
Control Summary with the budget project breakdowns and the Maintenance
Cost Summary, Much emphasis was placed upon the dubious value of having
reports on an expenditure basis when budget plans are formulated on
obligation expectations. There was some doubt expressed as to the possi-
bility of accurately forcasting obligations on a monthly or quarterly
basis in the manner required and also as to the significance of deviations
from such questionable plans when they did occur. It is evident that some
refinement will be required before these documents reach a stage of maximum
value to the activities.
2. Maintenance Cost Summary. Essentially all of the remarks in the
foregoing section also apply to this report. A sample format is shown as
Exhibit llj of Appendix B. This document provides comparison of budgeted
versus actual costs for the current period and fiscal year to date broken
down by facility category code. As noted by respondents, the laying out
of a budget program by months in such detail is a fairly heroic undertaking,
especially in view of shop backlogs in the nature of 30 to 60 days. The
validity and meaningfulness of variances is no better than the budget plan
against which the comparison is made. Compounding of the problem occurs
when expenditures are used against obligations. The delay time between
these two categories of fiscal action is a major contributing factor.
Percentages of regular use and adverse comment are depicted in Figures 7
and 8 and are essentially identical to those noted in the Control Summary
discussion.
Other Financial and Operating Reports
.
1. Status of Allotment Report. (Navcompt 2025). This report is
generally made out by the accounting activity and sent to the allotment
50,

administrator. In many cases it never reaches the FWO level as indicated
by the 2k% who say they never use it. On the other hand it is significant
to see that of all sixteen non-NIF reports included in the questionnaire
this one rates highest for regular use by PWO»s with a score of £6$. It
has a regular use rate of li6$ for staffs. Overseas activities show a
higher ratio of use than those stateside ones. 20$ of the PWO's feel it
needs improvement but only 7% of the staffs agree.
2. NIF Operating and Expense Statement. The NIF reports were
included in the questionnaire primarily for the benefit of the shipyards
in the sample. This one is a regular income and expense type statement
which shows the condition of the Industrial Fund, applied overhead rates,
and departmental expenses. It is used by nearly all PWO's where available
showing a rate of 83$. Staffs show that two thirds regularly rely upon it.
3. NIF Variance Report. This document, prepared by the activity
comptroller, shows variations from standard times and costs in the operating
departments. It is used regularly by two thirds of the PW0*s and their
staffs.
Construction Program Management .
1. Construction Status Report (Navdocks 2319). Representing the
major additional duty of many PW0»s the usage on this report is shown as
hQ% with staffs indicating 35$ regular referral* Only about half of the
PWO's classifying Contract Administration as a large portion of their
time use this report on a regular basis. Significantly this document
draws the smallest adverse comment of any on the questionnaire with only
8% of PW0«s and 2% of staffs registering any dissatisfaction with it. A
few officers included copies of substitute contract status reports they
used locally which is fairly common practice.
51.

2. Construction Inspectors Daily Report. This report provides
a daily diary of activity at the contract work sites and rates second
lowest in adverse comments on format. Only 13% of PWO's and 6% of staffs
feel improvement is needed. Regular reference to this information source
is made by \\l\% of PWO»s and 5C# of their staffs as illustrated by Figure
7. The vast majority of regular users are in conus activities. This is





The job of managing the Naval Shore Establishment is becoming more
significant and complex as time goes on. The important part played in
this effort by the Bureau of Yards and Docks and the Civil Engineer Corps
officers of the Navy cannot be over emphasized. While the Commanding
Officer holds ultimate responsibility for the ability of his station to
meet its mission demands he relies heavily upon his Public Works Officer
for maintaining the physical condition of his facilities and operating
the station transportation and utilities systems. Competence begets
responsibility and the PWO as representative of the Bureau and the
Commanding Officer finds himself facing an increasing array of functional
assignments.
Budocks has developed several management systems to aid the PWO in
the execution of his responsibilities. To help him attain maximum
efficiency in the utilization of financial and human resources. These
systems have grown increasingly complex and elaborate in their sophisti-
cation over the last few years. This survey has attempted to find, from
the PWO's themselves, which functions demand most of their time and which
control devices have proven of most value to them. It was hoped that such
an effort would perhaps point the way toward improved management tools and
approaches at the PWO level.
Contrary to expectations, the survey does not find any common factors
which demand a large portion of time on the part of most Public Works
Officers. Only one function, Command Relations, was considered very time
consuming by more than half of the PWO's in the sample. This demonstrates,

the perhaps obvious point, that officers find the same functions of
varying degrees of importance from one activity to the next and will
adapt their expenditure of effort on an individual basis. These com-
promises, however, are not necessarily to the liking of the PWO.
Imbalances occur where the time spent on a certain task is out of pro-
portion to its importance in the opinion of the officer concerned. B%%
of the respondents had one or more functions in this category.
On the basis of a weighted index rating, the net expenditure of time
for Collateral Duties, Housing Functions, and Routine Administration
appeared to exceed that justified to a marked degree. On the other hand,
too little effort was devoted to Shore Facilities Planning and Work Input
Control. At least 30$ of all PW0»s indicated some type of individual
imbalance with six of the thirteen functions listed.
The data safely supports the conclusion that Public Works Officers
are very busy people. They have a great many functions competing for
their attention. The average PWO thus elects (or is forced) to spend most
of his effort on three or four of these duties to the possible detriment
of others. He believes that too much time is devoted to at least two
areas of responsibility which may or may not be the ones where he is using
maximum effort. Too little time is allowed for one or two jobs he should
be doing. From the list of thirteen functional areas covered by the
questionnaire, the average PWO spends a negligible amount of time on one
or two of them. Refer to Figure 6. These again may or may not be the
ones where he considers too little time is concentrated. The picture is
one of sustained pressure and continued frustration in the face of known,
but uncontrollable, areas of misplaced attentions.
Good staffs and assistants can do much to relieve the Fir/0 of part of
$h.

this burden. Undoubtedly- the reason for being able to devote considerable
time bo specific functions is a result of capable subordinates in the
other areas. The key position of the Public Works Officer in determining
the success of any Bureau program should be kept in focus when determining
staffing levels at the activity.
The survey objective of being able to see which functional areas
would suffer if emphasis were shifted to others has been precluded, at
least on an overall basis, since no categories stood out as demanding a
lot of attention on the part of a large proportion of all persons surveyed.
It is evident that any adjustments will be a personal matter for resolution
by each PWO depending heavily upon his local situation. Clearly, however,
the two areas of Shore Facilities Planning and Work Input Control are
suffering from inattention at the present time.
On the matter of reports usefulness, it is again significant that
no particular one of those listed, seems to have an unusually large number
of regular users. Staff personnel, as would be expected, find the daily
control type reports of most value. PWO's on the other hand, use most of
the management reports in varying degrees depending on their major
functional areas of concern. The more simplified formats are preferred
and much criticism was received on recently introduced complex reports.
Perhaps a major advance which could be made to aid the PWO in his work
would be the refinement of management reports. Those with excessive data
should be reduced to ones dealing in significant indices or graphical
trend presentations which clearly illustrate problems with a minimum of
interpretive effort. The separation of statistical data collection from




Detailed operation and cost information desired for use in statisti-
cal analyses should be obtained, to the maximum degree possible, by means
of simple feeder data to computers which would collect and collate it in
required form. Basic items would then be available to station personnel
for more thorough analysis if the trend indicators revealed trouble spots.
Several of the senior officers answering the survey affirmed the value of
"chart rooms" where they spent much time. Comments on complexity and lack
of cross-relationships between reports all point to the need for simplifi-
cation of those intended for station level management use.
For the smaller activities it is evident that tailored systems are
needed. Uniformity for its own sake is no justification. The station with
a million dollar budget should not necessarily be subject to the same degree
of detailed reporting that one with an eight or nine million dollar annual
expenditure deserves or needs. It is conceivable that basic indicator
elements might be adequate for control at the PWO level. Also, if properly
conceived and founded, they might furnish a basis for comparative perform-
ance statistics between activities or districts. The danger lies in
mesmerization with indicators to the extent that too many are evolved and
the information becomes meaningless once again. The problem would then
be one of too much generalization with a corresponding loss of significance
and value.
The biggest difficulty, perhaps, is sorting out the significant from
the nice-to-know. Finding the dividing line between what is needed to
manage and what is wanted to massage. Studies by the Civil Engineering
Laboratory at Port Hueneme and certain research institutions have recently
been used to sort out those factors which seem to be controlling in the





could be used to develop those significant items required in the
detection and control of shore facilities problems.
Performance against a plan has long been a standard method of control
for many fields of endeavor but the value depends in great part upon the
validity of the plan in the first place. Deviations from a poorly con-
ceived plan may be good, in fact, but could lead to faulty corrective
actions. Modern statistical techniques often use historical data in the
derivation of norms, means and standard errors but they also lend them-
selves to the establishment of standards on the basis of engineering
evaluation too. A combination of the two methods might be investigated
for the several public works functional areas much the way engineered
performance standards have been developed for maintenance jobs. Such anj
attack would have as its objective the establishment of control parameter:;
within which fluctuations would not only be allowable bub expected. On!l
changes of statistically significant dimensions would require action. The
causes of such deviations should be easily detected by knowing the variable
and fixed components of the standard.
The task of the PWO over the years has evolved into one of trying
to get more and more, or at least no less, out of the same or a somewhat
reduced budget. He needs all the help he can get in this effort. Costs
have been climbing and facilities deteriorating for years. In the mean-
time, demand for more reports and data for analysis, in order to find out
how the PWO is managing to do his job, has increased to a deafening
crescendo. It seems that the time has arrived to turn what is routine
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XAVDOCKS 2618 (REV. 11-60)
TYPE A ANNUAL INSPECTION SUMMARY
Instructions for completing form
are contained m NAVDOCKS P-322
REPORT BUDOCKS IIOIH-I
1 . FROM 2. TO 4. ACTI VI TY OR FACILI TY
3. VIA S. ACTIVITY CODE
DATE BY 1 RECTI ON
1, ron vW* Cno'ihS










DATE BY DIRECTION BY
















BACKLOG OF ESSENTIAL MAINTENANCE
All facilities inspected are in satisfactory condition except for the following items of Backlog of Essen-
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*E4 wifh Jess than 4 ye&rs of service.
REPORT BUDOCKS 11101)1
ACTIVITY NAME AND LOCATION PROJECT NAME ACTI VI TV CODE REPORT DATE
TYPE Of HOUSING (Insert applicable Utter code in bo*i
PUBLIC QUARTERS
RENTAL




OFFICERS E9 E4 •E4 • El NON-NAVY MIL 1 TARY C 1 V 1 L 1 ANS
1 . OCCUPIED UNITS (As of
report date)
2. VACANCY DAYS (During
period covered by report)
NO. OF VACANT UNITS AS OF REPORT DATE: NO. OF INACTIVE UNITS AS OF REPORT DATE:
WAITING LIST (Number of)
OFFICERS ENLISTED C I VI L I ANS
AVER NO OF DAYS
BETWEEN MOVE -OUTS
AND MOVE- INS
% OF 314 BEDROOM NON-
8ILLET OTRS. OCCUPIEO BY
PERSONNEL WITH FEWER THA
4 DEPENDENTS
10. NO. OF NON.NAVY
CIVILIANS RENTING
UNITS
II. NET FLOOR AREA BREAKDOWN (When reporting each housing type "A" through "J" only)
LESS THAN 750 S ' 50 - I 500 S 1500 - 2 2 50 S F. 22SO 3000 S. F-. OVER 3000 S.F. TOTAL NO. OF UNITS
III. BAQ FORFEITURES BY MILITARY SERVICE (In days)
SERVICE
OFFICERS
010-07 06 05 04 -W4 03-W3 02-W2 01 -Wl
1
. NAVY















6. CIVILIAN HOUSING ALLOTMENT FORFEITED FOR PERIOD $_
7. TOTAL MILITARY STATION ALLOWANCE FORFEITED FOR PERIOD J.
IV. RENTAL COLLECTIONS (After r e funds and adjustmen ')










V. QUARTERS DESIGNATED INADEQUATE UNDER SECTION 407 OF
P.L. 85-2*1 AND LANHAM QUARTERS
(Enter below amount of adjusted BAQ paid to military occupants
)
VI. GIVE PROJECTION OF NUMBER OF UNITS OF TYPE COVERED BY RETORT IN
ACTIVE STATUS DURIH6 REIT TWO SUCCEEOIRO FISCAL TEARS, OR EACH
30 JURE REPORT ORLT
SERVICE OFFICER ENLISTED FY 19






2. MARINE CORPS J
|
VII* REMARKS (Reasons for excessive vacancies and any variation from No. of unit* prmiouily reported MUST be shown. Use additional
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DIRECT MAINTENANCE - REPAIR OF































TOTAL OF LINES 20 and 21
OTHER STRUCTURES (Family Housing)
OTHER STRUCTURES AND FACILITIES
TOTAL-MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR"
(Other than Utilities)








TOTAL OF LINES 26 thru 29 ~
UTILITIES DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
Electrical^
Steam and Hot Water
Water
Sewage




OTHER MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Minor Construction & Alterations
E/S Work Real Property
E/S Work Mon-Real Property
Other Maintenance .
Maint. & Repair Class III Property
Janitorial
..
.. . ..... ....
Insect and Rodent Control
All Other (Except Non-Navy Reimb.)
TO'i'AL-OTHEK WIN'!1 '. & HE PAIR
IND1HECT MAINTENANCE ANU BEPA1R
Maintenance Shop Overhead ....
Service Shop Overhead
'rOTAL-lNUlHElT MA INT. 8= KEPAIH
TOTAL MAINTENANCE DIVISION
(Total of Lines 25, 37,























































SUBSIDIARY SUMMARY APPLICATION TO FACILITIES MAINTENANCE (RECURRING) SUB-HEAD .?505
Lines 11 less line 7 plus lines 15, 19, 22, 2k, 37, 39, 1*7 and 53
Line 7, line 23 (Not applicable) i
Line 38 = MINOR CONSTRUCTION B.P. 12
Lines 1*0-1*1 and 1*8 = B.P. 18 COSTS
Lines 1+2-1*5* = PHASE II COSTS B.P. 22
B.P. 10
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COMMAND RELATIONS - . .
(INTERNAL-C.O., DEPT. HEADS, ETC.)
EXTERNAL MATTERS
(DPWO, OTHER COMMANDS, CIVIC BODIES)
WORK INPUT CONTROL
BUDGET PLANNING ( & M )
FINANCIAL CONTROL
OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS (MAINT. ,TRANS. ,UTIL.)
HOUSING FUNCTIONS
SPECIAL PROJECT SUBMISSIONS & EXECUTIONS
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
PERSONNEL MATTERS
ROUTINE ADMINISTRATION (SIGNING CORRES,ETC)
COLLATERAL DUTIES
(INSP.TEAMS, AUDIT BOARDS, DUTY, ETC.)
SHORE FACILITIES PLANNING
OTHER
(PLEASE LIST IMPORTANT ONES, IF ANY)
YOUR EVALUATION S
TM - TOO MUCH TIJp
OK - ABOUT RIGHT :
















































SHOP LOAD PLAN - SHORT & LONG RANGE
MANPOWER AVAILABILITY SUMMARY & WORK PLAN SUMMARY
JOB REQUIREMENTS & STATUS CHART
PUBLIC WORKS CONTROL SUMMARY (PARTS I & II)
MAINTENANCE COST SUMMARY
UTILITIES COST ANALYSIS REPORT (NAV COMPT 2127)
MANAGEMENT REPORT B, LABOR CONTROL REPORT FOR
MAINTENANCE & UTILITIES DIVISION
ANNUAL INSPECTION SUMMARIES
TRANSPORTATION LABOR CONTROL REPORT NO. "C"
TRANSPORTATION OPERATION/MAINTENANCE REPORT
(NAV COMPT 2122)
HOUSING REPORT - BAQ FORFEITURE (NAV DOCKS 2964)
HOUSING UTILIZATION REPORT (NAV DOCKS 5014)
OPERATION & MAINTENANCE COST REPORTS
(NAV COMPT 2100 & 2101)
STATUS OF ALLOTMENT (NAV COMPT 2025)
CONSTRUCTION STATUS REPORT (NAV DOCKS 2319)
CONSTRUCTION INSPECTOR DAILY REPORT
NIF - OPERATING AND EXPENSE STATEMENT
NIF - VARIANCE REPORT





























ft<t&akdou>n flnaLftU*. of Qjj&iZLonncuLbeA Sent, and R^tn/cneA. foA. thlt, Stvtueu
bi4 Dupe. o<£ f\cZu)itym Xocation. and Rank of P.IJV.O. . 1
Dvfpe. of flativttij
%t^*tlonnaiAeA> Sent Rcccwcd and. Accepted
Rate.
CapXCdtXcdt Xt \JUfa Copt\CcU\Xcdt ; Xt \Xtjja




















































Dotal*. 13 20 12 IS 8 12 17 9 10 8 .82
Rc*pon*c bu Rank j '.92 .8S .7S .67 1.00
i
\
Conn*. Station*. 10 IS II 8 6 9 14 8 S 6 .84








R&udAA, o<t Public (jJo-thi Officer. 9uncHon Q^6llonnalte,
I <Jn wmbeAA. of ansnueAA. Jiec&Ajoed )
Dime. Spent




71 = Voo Muck U mXh 71
OK = About Quote ti u»Uh at





U S N 710KUZ U-N-71QL 'J S N 71 OK OH
U- /Y-
SWSK
Command Relation*. 32 23 10 43 2 10 25 16 8 31 2 8
[x&eAnal MatleA*. 12 35 8 1 SI 3 1 1 8 26 7 1 37 3 1 1
(/Jo<tk 9npu£ Control 7 37 II 3 38 14 1 6 7 25 9 3 31 7 1 4
KudqeZ Planning OgM 17 33 5 8 35 12 8 3 II 25 5 5 26 10 5 3
9lnayidal Cont/tol 19 35 1 9 38 8 9 13 27 1 6 30 5 6
Ope/uxlional Problem*, 20 30 4 9 36 9 9 2 16 22 2 7 28 5 7 1
Housing, Junctions. 14 30 10 13 41 10 13 22 7 12 31 9
Special P<to£ect4. 14 3S 6 6 38 II 3 4 12 24 5 4 30 7 3 3
Conttacl flSnlni^Uuutlor,
r
IS 33 7 3 44 8 3 1 II 28 2 3 33 5 .3
PeAAonneL MatleAA. 5 36 14 6 44 5 3 2 3 29 9 5 32 4 2 1
Routine, ^clmini^ttation 17 33 5 IS 39 1 12 IS 23 3 12 28 1 10
ColLate/tal "butler 10 2S 20 IS 40 8 6 22 13 II 30 5




Result*, of Public iOo-tki, Off<Lce/t4, Rppo<t£4, LUc Qy4AZiowiaiA4,
( HmrbeA, of aruuoeA*. ^eceiued)
LUeage, Rating,




H9 ~ Heeds 9>np-u>uement
CC - [lintinate, Report
1
Al t tO j.
Ootat Sample, Conns Onlif
name, of Kepo<tt
- R ti s9 a R H vi?b
Shop load Plan ( Sho*£ and Jtona. Ranac) 27 23 1 9 22 IS 9
Manpower floaiLabiUjjj and lifotk. Plan Sum, 24 24 3 9 1 19 17 1 9 1
fob ReqaiAementA and StaiMA. ChaAt 18 23 7 S 3 12 19 3 S 3
Public (JJo<dz4, ContAol, Snnuna/Uj (Poa£&. IG2) 19 21 8 II 6 13 16 S 10 4
Maintenance C04& SimmaAij 18 20 9 10 6 IS 16 3 10 3
Utilities Cost Analysis Report 24 19 9 12 4 18 16 4 9 4
Management Report "#'
',
Xabot, Contiot 20 18 13 7 3 17 10 10 6 3
Annual, 9ndpection SummGAses 2S 26 3 6 1 20 19 1 S 1
VAXLn&po^tatijon Xabot, Constat Report lt { SI8 2S 4 9 S 13 16 4 6
VA^nsoo^tctlon OpeA^uition/Maintenance Rpt 22 24 7 II 2 18 19 2 9 2
Housina. Report - & ft Q. %A,feituAe II 22 18 4 7 10 17 12 3 6
Housing, Utilisation Report 24 18 8 2 6 19 13 6 2 6
Housina. & M C04Z Report IS 25 II 6 4 12 19 6 S 3
Status of fUtotment 28 10 12 9 1 18 9 9 8 1
ConstAMction Status Report 24 16 10 2 2 20 12 S 2 2
Con^tAMctlon OntpectO't. DaiMf Report 23 14 IS 7 19 9 10 6
N.9J?. OpeAatinq, and (.Xpense, Statement S 1 1 S 1 1






KeAuLt*. of Public (Ah<thi, Staff RepottA. LUe,
(2ueAtAonnaltc
( NwnbeA. of aniweAA. <tecesLucd)
LU&aac l^atina.




N9 = NcexU, 9mp^ouement
[X = [Iv-Ainate, Rfipo^X.
Name, of R.epoAJt
Votal Sample Conn*, Onltf
a NN9 U t< NWtt
Shop Xoad Plan (Sho'tt and Xong, Ranae,)
NanpoiaeA, AuaHablLitif and tiJo<tk Plan Sunt.
fob RefyUA&MentA. and Status Cha/t£
Public {Moth*. Control S^nnta/uj (lJa/ttA, I&2)
Maintenance Co*Z Summa^Uf
Utilities, Co*t flnaLfAiA, Report
Nanaqenient Report "#", Xabo* Conttol
Annual 9nApcctLon, Sunma/ileA.
^Axin^po^tatlon, Xabo<t Control Report 'C
V^tan^poAtatijon. Operation/fMaintenance, Rpt
Hou^lna. Report & ft 0. 9o<tofeAJj*tc
HoutUna. Utilisation, Report
J<lou<Ung, & M Coat Report
StatuA. of Allotment
ConAttuction, Statu*, Report
ConAtAjuctlon, 9nApecto<t hall] Report
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